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COERCIVE INEQUALITIES  FOR CERTAIN
CLASSES  OF BOUNDED  REGIONS

JAMES  M.  NEWMAN1

Abstract. In this paper, sufficient conditions are given for the

coerciveness of formally positive integrodifferential forms over

complex-valued functions satisfying zero boundary conditions in

certain bounded domains in R2; the boundaries need not be smooth.

This work extends results given by the author in Comm. Pure Appl.

Math., November 1969.

In addition, sufficient conditions and partial necessity conditions

are given for coercive-type inequalities involving differential

operators in the Holder norm; here the results hold for complex-

valued functions with no boundary conditions; the regions are

bounded subdomains of R„ having the cone property.

Introduction. In a previous paper [6] the author stated and proved two

sufficient conditions for coerciveness of formally positive, constant-

coefficient, homogeneous integrodifferential forms over complex-valued

functions defined on sectors in the plane. The first part of this paper ex-

tends these results to the nonconstant nonhomogeneous case and certain

types of bounded subdomains on R2.

In the second part of this paper, some coerciveness-type results are

derived for the Holder norm.

I. /^-inequalities.

1.0. Definitions. If Q is a domain in R2, let Ctm(Q) be the class of all

complex-valued functions defined and continuous on Ù and m times

continuously difterentiable on Í2, and all of whose derivatives of order <r

vanish on dQ, the boundary of Í2.

Let ü.y be an open sector (which may be a half-plane, but not a half-

line) in R2 with vertex at x0, and let Bc be the open ball of radius e about

x0. We will say that a domain Q* is of special type if it is of the form

Üyr\Be.
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Let Q be a bounded domain in R2. We say that Q, is of class Ps if every

point x0 of 3D has a neighborhood Jf such that the closure of Jf HÍ2

can be mapped in a one-to-one way onto the closure of a domain O* of

special type, v/ithjV n30 mapped into 3Ql5 and such that the map and

its inverse are s times continuously differentiable. (This class contains all

domains of class Cs, and also others such as polygons and certain domains

with piecewise-smooth boundaries.)

If « is a complex-valued function defined on Í2, we set

l"lo(C2) = Í|u
Jn

(x)\2dx;     |«ftfi)= 2 |ö"HlS;     \\uUO) = Z\u\%a).

1.1. Statement of theorems.

Theorem 1. Let Q be a domain of class P2, and let a, b, c, d, e,f be

complex-valued functions defined on Ù. such that a, b, c are continuous and

d,e,f are bounded.

If Re ac—\b\2>0for all x in Ü, then 3A>0 such that

M22(Q) = K U\aD2xu + 2bDxDyu + cD2vu

+ dDxu + eDyu +fu\2 dxdy + \\u\\2(Q)\

for all ueC¡(Q).

Theorem 2. Let übe a domain of class Pm, and let AkJ! (\ oc| = ax+• ■ • +

a„^m ;j = I, ■ • ■ , N; k=l, ■ • ■ , s) be complex-valued functions defined on

Ù. Let h(Al') be the highest-order part of AkJ; i.e.,

h(AkJ) = A\\       |a| = m,

= 0, |a| < m.

Assume A*' is bounded and h(Ak.1) is continuous on Ö.

Suppose the Nxs matrix h(Ak,')!;x of homogeneous mth degree poly-

nomials in f =(fi, £2) has the following property: the Nx N subdeterminants

of ' h(Al:'(x))ix have no common nonzero real root, and, for xEdQ., no more

than one common polynomial factor (modulo constant factors) of the form

a(x)^1+^2, where Im a(x)^0.

Then K>0 such that

\u\\l ^ K 2  il/irD'M/d^dx.+ lliilljl
jt=i Jn J

for all vector functions u=(uu • • • , un)eC™(Q).

1.2. Outline of proof.   The proof of both theorems follows by more-or-

less standard techniques from similar results for constant-coefficient
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operators and sectors in the plane proved by the author [6]. The method is

as follows:
(1) Let x0e3O. Then 3e>0 such that the conclusions of both theorems

hold for all functions ueC¡(Q) (CÍ"(Q)) with support in ~>Vc(x0).

(2) Since 3Q is compact, it can be covered by a finite number of neigh-

borhoods of the type given in (1) above; hence Ù can be covered by these

plus a compact subset S of Í2. The result then follows by using a finite

partition of unity relative to this covering, and Gârding's inequality [4]

for the set S.

In order to prove (1) above, we map

jVt{Xo) n fl

onto a domain of special type; this transforms the differential operators

AkDlx into new operators. We then notice that the hypotheses of Theorems

1 and 2 on the highest-order part of these operators are preserved. Then

we prove (1) for the transformed neighborhood by using [6] together

with the continuity of the highest-order coefficients, the boundedness of

the lower-order coefficients, and an interpolation lemma for L2 (see, e.g.,

Agmon [1, §3]). Finally, (1) follows for the given region by the two-way

boundedness of the transformation.

For a more detailed treatment of this type of patching technique, see,

e.g., Agmon [1], Schechter [7] or de Figueiredo [3].

II. Holder inequalites.
2.0. Definitions. If Q. is a domain in R2, we denote by Q°(Q) the

class of all complex-valued functions defined and continuous on Ù,

infinitely differentiable on O, and of compact support in Ù.

If / is a nonnegative integer and/eC¿°(0), let

f/J« = \f\? = U.b. | D°f(x)\,      i/i, = i/i? =2 \f%.

For 0<y<l and feC^Ü), let

in .    u (\DJ(P)-DJ(Q)W       ,,, m  y_rn[f]l+y= 1-U.b. I-—-    , \f\l+y=\f\l+[f\+r
P.QeiliP *Q.\*\=l\ |F — 61 /

Let Cl+y(Ù) be the completion in the | |l+y norm of functions in C¡y°(&).

If /=(/, • • • ,/v)   is   a   complex-valued   vector   function   and   /=

(ly, • • • , lN) is a vector whose components are nonnegative integers,
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our definitions are as follows:

i/h = 22 r/A-

1/1»+, = l/l, + [/W

Again let CÍ+),(Ü) be the completion under the | \l+y norm of vector-

valued functions in Q°(i2).

If r=(r1, ■ • • , rN), I—(A, • • • , fo) and 0^ri=/; (/=1, • • • , /V), let
Cri+y(¿2) be the subclass of functions in Cl+y(D) whose derivatives of order

<r vanish on 3D. (r<r means r.O,- for i"a»l, • • •, JV.) In particular,
C0>+y(D)=Cl+y(D).

If ÛÇ/Î„ is an unbounded domain, we say it has the cone property if 3

an infinite right-circular cone £ such that each point of ¿2 can be taken as

the vertex of the cone, suitably translated, so that ££¡3.

If Q is a bounded domain, we say that it has the cone property if 3 a

finite number of right-circular cones, of fixed height, aperture and orien-

tation, such that each point of Ù may be taken as the apex of one of these

cones, suitably translated, so that the cone is contained in Ù.

2.1. Statement of main theorems.

Theorem 3. Let Q.bea bounded domain with the cone property. Consider

the s differential expressions Akl(x)D"uj [k=l, • • • ,s], where the implied

summation is over <x:0^|a|_wii,y=l, ■ • ■ , N. Let y (0<y<l) be fixed.

Suppose these forms satisfy the following three conditions:

(2.1) the{AkJ (x)} are uniformly Holder-continuous of order y, and bounded

in Q;

(2.2) the operators are uniformly collectively elliptic; i.e., 3C>0 such

that

III2™' fol" ̂  Clh(AkJ(x)^\)h(Aj(x)^)
k=l

for all real n-vectors f, all complex N-vectors r¡, and all xeÙ;

(2.3) the matrix of leading terms h(Aki(x)Ç*) [i= 1, • • • , N; k= 1, • • • , s]

has rank Nfor every complex n-vector £¿¿0 and all xsdQ.

Then 1K>0 such that

(2.4) |<+y = K¡2\Á»D%g + |«|?)

for all uECm+y(Ù).

The following is a partial converse of Theorem 3.

ForO<y<l,

r/ji-sr/Ji,.¿=i
TV

if]l+y — 2 [fjilj+r
¿=1
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Theorem 4. Let ilbe a bounded domain with the cone property; suppose

the {Akl} are constant and consist only of highest-order terms: i.e., A*£*=

«04*'£a) [k=l, • • ■ ,s; (=1, • • • , TV]. Suppose also that each m>A. If

(2.4) holds for all ueCm+y(ù), then (2.3) is true. If this is so, then (2.1) and

(2.2) also hold.

2.2. Outline of proof. To prove Theorem 3, we proceed in the following

standard manner:

(i) proof for homogeneous, constant-coefficient forms,

(ii) local result in the general case,

(iii) most general result by patching : finite partition of unity and Holder-

norm analogue of Gârding's inequality.

An explicit statement of (i) is now given.

Lemma 1. Let Q be an unbounded domain with the cone property. For

each i=l, ■ ■ • , N, let {A*£":k=l, • ■ • ,s) be homogeneous polynomials of

degree m¿ which satisfy condition (2.3) of Theorem 3. Let y (0<y<l) be

fixed.   Then 3K>0 such that

W]m+yúK2[AkiD%]y
k=l

forallueC0x(Ü).

The proof of Lemma 1 follows from the Sobolev Representation

Formula and the Hölder-Korn-Lichtenstein-Giraud inequality (see, e.g.,

[2, p. 223]) in a manner analogous to the method of K. T. Smith [8], the

only difference is the use of the HKLG inequality in the Holder norm

instead of the Calderón-Zygmund inequality in IP.

The proof of Theorem 3 now follows in the same manner as was out-

lined in §1.

An explicit proof of Theorem 4 will now be given.

Proof of Theorem 4 (Proof by contradiction). Suppose the matrix

AkJ$x [k=l, • • • , s; i=l, ■ ■ ■ , N] has rank <N for f=z where z=

(zy, • • • , z„)eCn, zj¿0. Then 3 complex %,•••, r}N, not all zero, such that

(2.24) 2 Akiz% = 0       [k - 1, • • •, 4
¡=o

For xeD., define the function ul = (u[, ■ • ■ , u^f) as follows:

(2.25) ufa) = tut*mIP"       U = 1, 2, 3, ■ • • ; i = 1, • • • , A/].

Then, using (2.24),

(2.26) A?D'u\(x) = Akiz\elzx = 0       [k - 1, • ■ •, s].
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Hence

(2.27) 2 [AfD^}y = 2 [0]„ = 0       V/ = 1, 2, 3,
k=l Jfc-1

Let

(2.28)

M^l.u.b. \él'x\;       M, >0V/;
XEÍI

£-aua{|zil.---,|zJ};      Í > 0.

From (2.25), (2.27) and (2.28),

(2.29) 2 [A?D*u¡\y + lu'lo = f \Vi\ Wm.
k=l i=l

On the other hand, by (2.25) and (2.28),

(2.30) \ul\m+y = \u\ = f M m,(i + mir*.
i=l

Combining (2.29) with (2.30), we obtain

(2 31)   -^^->-^- 1 + It
lUV?D*»l)y + l«'lo ~ XU[Ak:D°u% + |u!|0

and this quantity ->-oo as /->co. Hence (2.4) does not hold. C!

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.

Concluding remarks. A partial bibliography of results obtained on the

coerciveness problem was given by the author [6]. In addition, a number of

mathematicians have obtained results on related types of "a priori in-

equalities;" see, e.g., Necas [5]. Some of the outstanding unsolved

problems will now be enumerated.

(1) What are necesary and sufficient conditions for (2.4) of Theorem 3

to hold if u satisfies zero boundary conditions: u=Dnu= • • ■ =Dr~1u on

30, for 0<r<w? (§2 of this paper solves the case r=0.)

(2) What are necessary and sufficient conditions for coerciveness in the

L2 norm of formally positive forms over complex-valued functions defined

on subsets of Rn and satisfying r zero-type boundary conditions, as in (1)?

(§1 of this paper gives some sufficient conditions for the case r=l, n=2.)

(3) Can any results be obtained for integrodifferential forms which are

not formally positive ? I.e., can we find conditions on the coefficients alx'ß

for the form

Reí a%(x)D"UiDßUidx
Jo
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to be coercive over complex-valued functions u{ satisfying zero-type

boundary conditions on a nonsmooth 80. ?
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